
Year 6 
This week year 6 had the fantastic opportunity of visiting the 
Sky Skills studios in Middlesex. They were given a tour of the 
Sky Sports studios and were shown the technical equipment 
worth hundreds of thousands of pounds, as well as learning 
how the studio works.  
They were then invited to participate in making their own 
news report s in form groups based on natural disasters. The 
children were given roles such as producer, presenter, editor 
and camera operator. They wrote a script, filmed and edited 
their short news reports and were lucky enough to be given 
the final version to take home and share with their families!  
The children thoroughly enjoyed the visit and must be 
commended for getting to school so early and showing 
fantastic behaviour and etiquette on the underground during 
rush hour. This experience has already got some of our year 6 
children thinking about future careers and working in the film  
Industry! 
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Year 1 
This week we learnt all about E-
Safety and ways we can ensure we 
are safe when we use the internet. 
We had the opportunity to visit 
different classes and teachers in 
Year 1 whilst taking part in lots of 
fun activities to do with E-Safety. 
We listened to a story about 
Smartie the Penguin who asked us 
what we should do in different  
situations when online, we role 
played scenarios from the story, 
devised character profiles and 
sorted  information about the 
internet. This week also marked 
the end of Black History Month 
and we celebrated by performing 
our song 'Ain't No Mountain High 
Enough' which was a big success!  
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Year 6 
This week year 6 had the fantastic opportunity of visiting the Sky Skills studios in Middlesex. They were given 
a tour of the Sky Sports studios and were shown the technical equipment worth hundreds of thousands of 
pounds, as well as learning how the studio works.  
They were then invited to participate in making their own news report s in form groups based on natural  
Disasters. The children were given roles such as producer, presenter, editor and camera operator. They 
wrote a script, filmed and edited their short news reports and were lucky enough to be given the final 
version to take home and share with their  
families!  
The children thoroughly enjoyed the visit and must be commended for  
getting to school so early and showing fantastic behaviour and etiquette on the underground during rush 
hour. This experience has already got some of our year 6 children thinking about future careers and working 
in the film  
industry! 


